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ABOUT US

Instant Energy is a cleantech company registered in both Nigeria and the

Netherlands, with CAC  RC NUMBER 1559339 for the Nigerian Entity and KVK

Number 73870927 for the Dutch entity.

At Instant Energy, we make Energy accessible and affordable in emerging,

underserved markets across Nigeria and Africa by providing energy as a service

platform and also facilitating access to clean renewable energy for residential

and commercial clusters. 

We seek to catalyze energy access partnerships by leveraging grants,

concessionary finance from governments and mobilizing private sector investors

interested in investing in energy assets. 
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WHAT WE DO

We work with on and off-grid power providers to provide a

robust electricity billing platform that takes care of bill

collection, real-time energy monitoring and easy connection

of every single individual household and business to clean

energy through our mobile and web app.

This service aims to provide a reliable power supply, reduce

the dependence on fossil fuels and promote a more

sustainable and clean environment. 

This will translates to massive cost reduction on the amount

currently being spent in Nigeria on diesel generators as an

alternative to the grid.
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OUR CULTURE

Think green

Integrity

Learn fast, innovate faster

Innovate through experimentation

To be the most

innovative energy as a

service platform across

Africa.

To make energy accessible

and affordable across Africa.

To provide an impact-driven

technology to our customers

CORE VALUE

VISION MISSION
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A convenient way to buy

electricity online, get visibility

on your energy spending and

usage.

IE-PAY

An easy way to request solar for

residential and business use,

with access to flexible payment

plans. 

IE-SOLAR

More visibility and control for

facility owners, on and off-grid

power providers through our

robust dashboard.

IE-COLLECT

OUR PRODUCT

Energy as a service for everyday use.

Products
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OUR SERVICE

First is web and mobile application, where we enable on-and

off-grid energy providers to maximize payment  collection from

customers by providing an intelligent and robust payment

platform and a real time  management dashboard to improve

energy access efficacy.

Second, we facilitate access clean renewable energy using a

solar home system or a decentralised micro-grid system to

enable residential and business clusters  across Nigeria connect

and share energy provided through solar and battery storage.

We operate through two segments:
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EASY TO USE

Pay with card

Pay with bank

USSD for offline payment

QR Code

Agent network

Instant Wallet

Buy now, pay later

Multiple Payment Options
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We are reducing our carbon footprint and making the

environment healthier and greener one household at a

time, one business at a time.

GREEN IS ALWAYS BETTER

20KVA

Facilitating access to Renewable Energy
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PARTNERS
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CONTACT

 

 

 

WEB SITE
www.instantenergy.com.ng

EMAIL
jeremiah@instantenergy.com.ng
Simisola@instantenergy.com.ng

PHONE
+2349020620711
+2348090546839

ADDRESS
Suite 409, Nawa Complex Jahi, Abuja. Nigeria
Rigakade 10, 1013BC,Amsterdam, Netherlands.
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